List Journals Impact Factor 2011
journal list with impact factors - university of houston - based on jcr social science edition,
Ã¢Â€Â• five-yearthe impact factor, current and past annual impact factors are listed under each of
these journals. blue represents the five-year impact factor of the journal.
sport management journals list [2018] - nassm - 1 journals serving the community of sport
management scholarship h-index (2013-2017) h-index (from 2010-2014) current impact factor (2017
as of july 2018) 5 year
journal list with impact factors - university of houston - based on jcr social science edition,
Ã¢Â€Â• the five-year impact factor, current and past annual impact factors are listed under each of
these journals. blue represents the five-year impact factor of the journal.
2018 journal citation reports - clarivate - 4 journals first listed in the jcr with a journal impact factor
abbreviated title full title country scie ssci energy res soc sci energy research & social science
netherlands energy sustain soc energy sustainability and society germany engineering-prc
engineering peoples r china eng constr archit ma engineering construction and
list of education journals - library information services - list of education journals compiled by:
library information services, islamabad. page 1 sr. no. title issn impact factor url 1 academy of
management learning &
isi indexed journalÃ¢Â€Â™s list with impact factors - isi indexed journals of computer sciecne
(software enigeerings) (4) rank journal title issn impact factor 1 acm transactions on graphics
0730-0301 3.383 2 journal of web semantics 1570-8268 3.023 3 journal of the acm 0004-5411 2.339
4 acm transactions on software engineering and methodology 1049-331x 3.958
jcr impact factors list 2013 - iran university of science ... - impact factor 5-year impact factor
immediac y index articles cited half-life eigenfacto r score article influence score
jcrÃ¢Â€Â•impactÃ¢Â€Â•factorsÃ¢Â€Â•listÃ¢Â€Â•2013 rank abbreviated journal title(linked to journal
information) issn jcr data eigenfactor metrics 61 acta agr scand bÃ¢Â€Â•s p 0906-4710 565 0.705
0.759 0.193 109 6.4 0.00104 0.183
top journals of computer science & electronics - top journals of computer science & electronics
ranking is based on impact factor, 2015 guide2research prepared by imed bouchrika vanity press
and journals forcing authors to pay for their research are filtered out.
wiley open access - authorservices.wiley - has an impact factor of 4.938. link submit a manuscript
ecology and evolution a peer-reviewed journal for rapid dissemination of research in all areas of
ecology, evolution and conservation science. this journal has an impact factor of 2.440. link submit a
manuscript ecosphere ecosphere has a scope as broad as the science of ecology itself.
journal citation reports - web of science - affect the impact factor. for example, when an article
count drops, the impact factor may rise temporarily. Ã¢Â€Â¢ in the first year after a journal title
change, the new title is listed without an impact factor because the article count for the two
preceding years used in the impact factor calculations is zero. marked journal list
2015 journal citation reports journals receiving their ... - journals receiving their first impact factor
source: thomson reuters 2014 citation data. ournl citation reorts new titles title title20 country scie
ssci acarologia acarologia france y acs sustainable chemistry & engineering acs sustain chem eng
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united states y
source publication list for web of science - social science citation index . journal title publisher
issn e-issn country language. aggression and violent behavior pergamon-elsevier science ltd
1359-1789 1873-6335 england english aggressive behavior wiley 0096-140x 1098-2337 united
states english aging & mental health routledge journals, taylor & francis ltd 1360-7863 1364-6915
england english
list of journals - library and information science - list of journals - library and information science
serial title issn (print) issn (electron ic) publisher name country of publication impact factor
acquisitions librarian 0896 -3576 1544 - 435x taylor & francis group ltd. united kingdom advanced
technology libraries 0044 -636x millwood group corp., millwood ny united kingdom
making sense of entrepreneurship journals: journal ... - a starting point to rating
entrepreneurship journals is to identify all the peer-reviewed journals in the field. many scholars may
be surprised to find how many there are. beginning with cabellÃ¢Â€Â™s directory and jerry
katzÃ¢Â€Â™s (2012) list, and removing any journals that fail to refer to entrepreneurship in their
mission or that have ceased
u jcr (journal citation reports - university of toledo - impact factor is a tool for evaluating citation
frequencies and journal evaluation. this measurement reduces the advantages of the larger journals,
more frequently issued journals, and older journals.
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